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BELLINGER, Vadm. Patrick N.: Chief of Staff to Admiral King (1937) 3 P 321-2.


BRISTOL, Vadm Arthur L. Jr.: Skipper of the USS JASON, p 225-7; p 244; skipper of the USS RANGER, p 288; his skill in bringing ship out of Cook Inlet in violent storm, p 290-1; p 295; P 302.


CATAPULTS: see entries under USS MEMPHIS.

CHINA STATION: p 215; duty on the USS JASON, p 217 ff; position of the Cine of the China Station, p 225; Orange plan for war with the Japs, p 235-6; visit to Singapore, p 243-5; travels in Indonesia, p 245 ff.

COCO SOLO Air Station: van Deurs has temporary duty there flying the H-16, p 140.

USS COGHLAN - DD: van Deurs assigned to her after training on the DD WM JONES - p 39-40; duty on her, p 39-53.

COLD WEATHER TEST DETACHMENT: p 293 ff; also entries under USS RANGER.

COOK INLET: see entries under USS RANGER.

CORPUS CHRISTI Air Station: p 158.

De FONEY, Doctor: MD on duty at Pensacola, p 66.
ADM. VAN DEURS

FLOOD RELIEF: van Deurs is delegated for flood relief mission around Memphis -- from his duty in Pensacola; p 198-211; flood relief duty at Mobile, p 211-214.

HALSEY, Fleet Admiral Wm. F.: provokes a time record fly-off from the SARATOGA, p 313-4


HOPPING, Lt. Cmdr. Hallsted Lubeck: (Hal) squadron member on the USS RANGER, p 305 ff.

JAPANESE ACTIVITIES - China, 1931: p 229-31; p 240-1.

JAPANESE AVIATION: Reports from U. S. Naval Attaché, p 232-3.


KING, Fleet Admiral E. J.: student at Pensacola, p 169-70 ff; van Deurs calls on King when he was passed over (1935), p 276-8; p 284-5; Commander of carriers with the SARATOGA as flag ship, (1937), p 319; a feud with Adm. Jack Towers, p 319; p 323-5; a dinner conversation with van Deurs, p 326-7; ordered to make a surprise (practice) raid on Pearl Harbor with one CV and a DD, p 328-9.

USS LANGLEY - CV: p 79, 83, 107, 113, 144, 182; replaces the USS JASON on the Asiatic Station, p 240-1.

LAROCHE, Capt. Francis A. (Cocky): 9-51, p 54

LEIGH, Admiral Richard Henry: (Reddy) p 142.

LEIGHTON, Capt. Bruce G.: skipper of Torpedo plane Squadron
Adm. van Deurs on the USS MEMPHIS, p 112.


McGINNIS, Captain Knefler: (Sock) air officer on the USS SARATOGA, p 317.

McVAY, Adm. Charles Butler Jr.: p 225-7,


USS MEMPHIS: experiments with catapults, p 111 ff; conditions on board the "unhappy ship", p 121; the Australian cruise, p 124 -138.

MITCHELL, Gen, Billy: p 181-2.

MOEBUS, Vadm Lucian A.: (Fish): aboard the DD BRUCE for her journey from San Diego to the East Coast, p 40; p 102-3; p 164; p 199.


NAVAL AVIATION: van Deurs makes application for naval aviation, p 53-5; technique for making landing on a carrier, p 298-300; Note: most all entries on the Admiral's career after his duty on the DD COGHLAN pertain to Naval Aviation.

NORTH ISLAND NAVAL AIR BASE: p 261 ff; the parachute shop, 273-4.

PARACHUTES: first use of, p 96; p 109; p 185-6.

PENSACOLA - Naval training: p 55 - 106; account of N-9, HS-2
and other planes used in trainings p 70-71; the F5L, p 74-6;
pigeons for communication, p 78-80; seaplanes, p 84 ff;
JN Curtiss plane, p 89-90; R-6L, p 100; van Deurs returns to
Pensacola as flight instructor, p 152 ff; comments on the
Boeing NB, p 162-4; van Deurs becomes assistant Test Pilot at
Pensacola, p 168-9; the Curtiss Fighter, F6C-4, p 188-9.

PIGEONS (carrier): use of pigeons for distress communications,
p 78-80.

POPPIN, Dr. Jack: Navy flight surgeon and research doctor,
p 81, 83, p 193-6, p 242.

USS RANGER: van Deurs reports to the Scouting Squadron (1935),
p 285; opportunity to use an automatic pilot, p 287;
Ranger goes to Alaska in January to try out carrier and
planes under winter conditions, p 288; adventures in Cook
Inlet, p 289-92; conclusions of the operation, p 296;
experience in landing on an aircraft carrier, p 298-300;
cruise in Panamanian waters – further use of Vought SBU, p
303-4; the CinC's sudden order to take the fleet to sea,
p 314-6.


USS SARATOGA: van Deurs (1936) ordered to her as flight deck
Officer, p 309 ff; difficulty in getting instructions
covering this job, p 309-310; van Deurs devises a plan for
landing operations, p 310-11; a speed up experiment with the
fly-off, 314; the practice surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, p
328-32.

SEAPLANES; p 84-8.


USS TENNESSEE - BB: van Deurs first tour of duty - her commissioning, p 13; description of the Chief Engineer, p 14; problems with her completion, p 15-17; near collision with the SS AQUITANIA, p 17-19; further difficulties with the ships, p 20-22; van Deurs WW II assignment as Chief of Staff to Adm. Oldendorf on board the TENNESSEE, p 31-32.

TORPEDO SQUADRON #1: p 111.

TOWERS, Adm. John H.: p 110-1; skipper of the Air Station at North Island (1934, p 278; instrumental in getting advance for van Deurs, p 280; history of his early career, p 282-5; in command of the USS SARATOGA (1937) with Adm. King in command of carriers, p 319 ff; feud with King, p 319, p 323-4; slated to succeed Adm. Moffett after his death (1933), p 324-6; other developments in his career, p 325-6.


van DEURS, Radm. George: appointment to the U. S. Naval Academy p 1-3; academy years, p 4-12; marriage, p 103; battle with selection board (1935), p 275-6.

VOUGHT SBU: The last Vought plane with fixed landing gear, p 296; used by the Cold Weather Test Detachment, p 296 ff;
Adm. van Dears

used on Panama cruise of the USS RANGER, p 303.

USS WEST VIRGINIA: van Deurs assigned to fly planes via her catapulta, p 146-9.

WHITING, Capt. Kenneth: p 145; P 182-3.

USS WM. JONES - DD: used as school ship to train young officers p 34-39.

USS WRIGHT - Seaplane Tender: p 111.